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The rat has been described as the shadow of the human: from ancient times through today, it has followed
man via routes of commerce and conquest to eventually inhabit nearly every part of the world. Rats have a
bad reputation—they spread disease, destroy agricultural produce, and thrive in the darkest corners of human
habitation—but they have recently found credibility as a major resource for scientific experimentation.
Jonathan Burt here traces the fortunes of the rat in history, myth, and culture.

Central to Rat is the history of the relationship between humans and rats and, in particular, the complex
human attitudes toward these shrewd creatures. Burt examines why the rat is viewed as more loathsome and
verminous than other parasitic animals and considers why humans have had diametrically opposed attitudes
about the rat: some cultures greatly admire the rat for its skills, while others consider the rat the scourge of
the earth. Burt also draws on a wide range of examples to explore the rat's role in science, culture, and art,
from its appearances in children's literature such as The Wind in the Willows to Victorian rat- and dog-baiting
pits to its symbolic roles in folklore.

Rat offers an intriguing and richly illustrated study of one of nature's most remarkable creatures and
ultimately finds that the rat exists as a perverse totem for the worst excesses of human behavior.
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From reader reviews:

Helen Elder:

This Rat (Animal) book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you will get by reading this book is actually information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will
get data which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. That Rat (Animal) without we
know teach the one who reading through it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't possibly
be worry Rat (Animal) can bring once you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' turn into full
because you can have it in your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Rat (Animal) having excellent
arrangement in word and layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Wilma Baca:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name Rat (Animal) suitable
to you? Often the book was written by popular writer in this era. The particular book untitled Rat (Animal)is
one of several books this everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired many men and women in the
world. When you read this guide you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know previous to. The
author explained their concept in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to be aware of the
core of this publication. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. So that
you can see the represented of the world within this book.

Belen Riedel:

The publication untitled Rat (Animal) is the publication that recommended to you to study. You can see the
quality of the book content that will be shown to you. The language that article author use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, hence the
information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of Rat
(Animal) from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Roxie Gregory:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book than
can satisfy your short space of time to read it because all of this time you only find book that need more time
to be study. Rat (Animal) can be your answer since it can be read by you who have those short extra time
problems.
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